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[image: Interior living room and dining table of apartment] Recently Renovated Apartments in Orange County


By Ron TongOrange County
Have you always wanted to live in a newly-renovated home? At Irvine Company we continuously reinvest in our apartment communities to provide an elevated living experience for our residents. Renovations may include new flooring, updated kitchen appliances, fitness center upgrades, outdoor lounge area refreshes and more. As part of our…
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[image: People at the park biking and running] Best San Diego Off-Base Military Housing


By Laura GosselinSan Diego
For San Diego off-base housing near Camp Pendleton, Miramar Air Station and downtown San Diego naval bases, including 32nd Street Naval Station and Naval Base Coronado, Irvine Company has a list of resort-style communities to choose from.
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March 4, 2024
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[image: Lunar New Year dragon dance performers] Celebrate Lunar New Year 2024


By Ron TongActivities
Lunar New Year marks the first new moon of the lunar calendar, and 2024 is the Year of the Dragon. In the Chinese zodiac, the dragon represents creativity, good luck and prosperity to begin the new year. This month, you can experience Lunar New Year celebrations around Orange County at…
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February 7, 2024
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[image: Townhome apartment exterior] Townhomes vs. Apartments: What Are the Differences?


By Ron TongApartment Hunting, General
If you’re looking for a new home you might be wondering if an apartment or a townhome is right for you. What are the main differences between these two popular home types? Here are some factors to consider when searching for your next residence. What Is a Townhome? Generally, a…
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January 26, 2024
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[image: Redwood Place Apartment Homes] Is It Better to Rent or Buy in the Bay Area?


By Laura GosselinSilicon Valley
Moving to the Bay Area, you are faced with the question of whether to buy or rent. Deciding whether to buy vs. renting can be a complicated question.
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January 10, 2024
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[image: Shopping for gifts] Festive Holiday Activities in Orange County 2023


By Ron TongOrange County
With the 2023 holiday season upon us, there are so many ways to celebrate with family and friends. Come see how the most wonderful time of the year is even better at some of Orange County’s most exciting retail destinations. Holiday Activities at Irvine Spectrum Center® With a variety of…
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December 8, 2023
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[image: People walking and biking on path of Crescent Village apartment] Best Luxury Apartments in San Jose


By Laura GosselinSilicon Valley
San Jose, dubbed  “The Capital Of Silicon Valley,” is a wonderful place to live. And if you’re going to live in San Jose, why not live in luxury? There are many fantastic options, but here are our top picks for the best luxury apartments in San Jose.

Read More


November 30, 2023
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[image: Thanksgiving] Hosting Thanksgiving in an Apartment: Checklists and To-Dos


By Laura GosselinApartment Living Hacks
Hosting Thanksgiving is a big feat, especially in a smaller space. Here’s what you should know as you’re planning to host the holiday in your apartment.

Read More


November 13, 2023
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[image: Family room of apartment] What to Look for When Viewing an Apartment Floor Plan


By Ron TongGeneral
Many factors come into play when deciding on a new apartment home, from the number of bedrooms you need to the apartment configuration to what appliances are included. A floor plan can be a helpful resource in deciding what features and layout are right for you. Here are some tips…
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November 6, 2023
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[image: Jack o'-lantern in grass field] Best Orange County Pumpkin Patches


By Laura GosselinActivities
Although not well-known for four distinctive seasons, Orange County still goes all out for Halloween. With that in mind, here are the best pumpkin patches in the OC.
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October 26, 2023
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[image: Redwood Place pool] Redwood Place Wins Milestone Project of the Year


By Ron TongSilicon Valley
Redwood Place, Irvine Company’s newest apartment community in Sunnyvale, has won the Silicon Valley Business Journal’s Milestone Project of the Year award. This honor is intended to recognize game-changing developments that will have a long-lasting impact on the community. Sunnyvale is one of the most sought-after cities in the Bay…

Read More


October 24, 2023
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[image: Dog park] Dog-Friendly Apartments in San Diego


By LauraApartments and Pets, San Diego
San Diego is perfect for dog-friendly living – and many apartments feature on-site dog parks. View the best dog-friendly apartments in San Diego.

Read More


September 22, 2023
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[image: alt] All About Apartments With Lofts


By Ron TongGeneral
When looking for a new apartment, the layout of your home is one of the most important factors to consider. Do you need dedicated office space? Do you prefer an open layout? Do you prioritize high ceilings and big windows for natural light? While most people think of apartment floor…

Read More


September 8, 2023
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[image: La Jolla beach] The Best Apartment Communities in La Jolla


By Ron TongSan Diego
Just 12 miles north of downtown San Diego sits the hillside community of La Jolla, known for its breathtaking beaches and stunning views. While La Jolla boasts coastal charm and small-town character, it is also home to numerous well-known destinations, from the San Diego Museum of Contemporary Art to UC…
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August 14, 2023
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If you are using a screen reader and are having problems using this website, please call 866-514-6189 for assistance.
Trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
*Please note that the opinions expressed in this blog post are subjective and in no way represent fact. ICAC is meant purely for educational discussion of apartment product and services. It contains only general information. It is not legal advice, and should not be treated as such.
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